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Background: An early physical therapy (PT) care pathway was implemented to provide same-day
ambulation after total joint arthroplasty by changing PT staffing hours.
Methods: After receiving an exemption from our institutional review board, we performed a secondary
data analysis on a cohort of patients that underwent primary TJA of the hip or knee 6 months before and
12 months after implementation of the change. Data on same-day ambulation rates, length of stay (LOS),
and in-hospital costs were reviewed.
Results: Early evaluation and mobilization of patients by PT improved on postoperative day (POD) 0 from
64% to 85% after the change (P � .001). The median LOS before the change was 3.27 days compared to
3.23 days after the change (P ¼ .014). Patients with higher American Society of Anesthesiologists scores
were less likely to ambulate on POD 0 (P ¼ .038) and had longer hospital stays (P < .001). Early mobi-
lization in the entire cohort was associated with a greater cost savings (P < .001).
Conclusions: A relatively simple change to staffing hours, using resources currently available to us, and
little additional financial or institutional investment resulted in a significant improvement in the number
of patients ambulating on POD 0, with a modest reduction in both LOS and inpatient costs.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The American Association of Hip and Knee
Surgeons. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

As health care and reimbursement reform progresses, the
value equation (value ¼ quality þ service/costs) is becoming
increasingly prominent. Total joint arthroplasty (TJA), well known
to be one of the most quality-of-lifeerestoring and cost-effective
procedures in medicine, is under increasing pressure to provide
improved value given the ever-increasing utilization of this
intervention [1,2]. One method for improving value has been
increasing the early mobility of patients undergoing TJA. Early
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mobility has many potential advantages to the postoperative
recovery process of patients undergoing TJA. Prior studies have
indicated that early mobilization can decrease complications such
as venous thromboembolic events, decrease length of stay (LOS),
decrease hospital-acquired conditions, decrease hospital costs,
and improve functional outcomes [3-15]. As a result, efforts to
improve early mobilization may indirectly improve value by
improving quality and decreasing costs. Thus, further refinement
of the postoperative care pathway may be needed and has pre-
viously been recommended [16].

Multimodal approaches to the improvement of perioperative
care of joint replacement patients have become increasingly pop-
ular. These so-called “rapid recovery” care pathways typically use
several strategies including, but not limited to, preoperative patient
education and expectation management, preoperative multimodal
pain medication, enhanced anesthesia practices, minimally inva-
sive surgical techniques, antiemetic therapies, postoperative
multimodal pain medication control with narcotic minimization,
early mobilization, accelerated discharge and disposition, and case
ciation of Hip and Knee Surgeons. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
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management [5,17]. Widespread adoption of the many necessary
pieces of these protocols may be challenging given potential
institutional and administrative barriers as well as financial,
personnel, or other similar resource limitations. Attempts to iden-
tify opportunities for improvement using existing resources may
aid in efforts to overcome these barriers.

Based on the findings of these prior studies and pathways, as well
as an increased focus on value at our institution along with a newly
available cost-and-qualityetracking tool known as Value Driven
Outcomes (VDO), we assembled a multidisciplinary team of sur-
geons, nurses, therapists, case managers, and value engineers with a
goal of identifying opportunities for improvement in our joint
replacement care pathways using currently available resources. We
hypothesized that changing the inpatient physical therapists’
scheduled work hours to include a swing shift to be able to evaluate
all patients on the day of surgery (postoperative day 0, POD 0), with
the goal of ambulation on POD 0, would lead to improvements in
quality and decreases in cost. To test this hypothesis, we sought to
answer the following research questions:

1. Did the change in physical therapy (PT) staffing result in
increased early ambulation on POD 0?

2. Was LOS shorter after the PT staffing change?
3. Was there a cost benefit associated with early ambulation?
Table 1
Comparison of patient characteristics before and after the change in the PT schedule.

Characteristic Before change,
n ¼ 259

After change,
n ¼ 489

P value

Age, y, mean (range) 61 (14-95) 62 (12-88) .761
BMI, kg/m2; mean (range) 31.7 (15.4-57.1) 32.0 (15.3-61.6) .604
ASA score, median (IQR) 2 (2-3) 2 (2-3) .760
Sex, n (%)
Female 156 (60) 293 (60) .934
Male 103 (40) 196 (40)

Procedure
TKA 161 (62) 300 (61) .828
THA 98 (38) 189 (39)
Material and methods

In the fall of 2012, a multidisciplinary team was assembled at
our institution to identify potential areas for improvement as part
of a joint replacement care pathway improvement project. During
this process, we identified early ambulation as a target for
improvement. After receiving an exemption from our institutional
review board, we performed secondary data analysis on a cohort of
patients that underwent TJA of the hip or knee. Data from the 6
months prior (n ¼ 259) to implementation of the change in April
2013 were reviewed and compared to data for the 12 months after
(n ¼ 489) the change using an institutional cost and quality dash-
board tool, known as VDO. Of the 748 primary joint replacements,
461 underwent primary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and 287 had
undergone primary total hip arthroplasty (THA). This time frame
was chosen to minimize the potential impact of other care pathway
improvement initiatives that were ongoing both before and after
that 18-month window, during which time the primary focus and
only major change to the care pathway was the early ambulation
initiative.

Under the guidance of the department manager and lead
inpatient orthopaedic physical therapist (MF), inpatient PT staffing
hours were adjusted. Previous staffing of 3-6 full-time physical
therapists and physical therapy assistants (PTAs) with a work
schedule of 8 AM-5 PM was modified to a new schedule to provide
3-4 full-time physical therapists and PTAs during the regular day-
time shift and adding a swing shift from 11 AM to 8 PM with 1-2
physical therapists and PTAs. The goal of the intervention was to
increase the rate of evaluating and attempting to assist all post-
operative primary TJA patients with ambulation on the day of
surgery.

The primary outcome comprised of the number of patients who
were evaluated and ambulated on the day of surgery (POD 0), as
documented by PT in the electronic medical record. The difference
in overall cost before and after the implementation of the swing
shifts with the PT staff was compared. The VDO tool provided cost
data for each patient in terms of percentage cost savings as
compared to the mean overall historical cost from the prior year,
and therefore, our cost data are presented as such.
Patient characteristics are reported as mean (range) for age and
body mass index (BMI) and compared using an independent-
samples t test. American Society of Anesthesiologists physical
status classification (ASA scores) are presented as median (inter-
quartile range [IQR]) and analyzed using the Wilcoxon rank sum
test. A chi-square analysis was used to compare the proportion of
males and females between the groups.

Our primary outcome, early ambulation on POD 0, was analyzed
using multivariable logistic regression. The main predictor was
before or after implementation of the PT staffing change, and
potential covariates included age, sex, BMI, ASA score (classified as
1, 2,�3), anesthesia type (general or spinal), and procedure (THA vs
TKA). Given the inherent skewness of LOS, it was analyzed using
these same predictors in several regression models: linear regres-
sion, linear regression with a log transformation of LOS, gamma
regression, and Cox proportional hazards regression [18]. The
results were consistent across all models with and without the
outliers, and thus, we present results from the multivariable linear
regression model for ease of interpretation. Cost savings also had a
skewed distribution, but negative values precluded the LOSmodels.
Thus, cost savings results are presented from a multivariable linear
regression, where the statistical significance of results was verified
using bootstrapping. In the cost saving model, the primary pre-
dictor was early ambulation and covariates included those previ-
ously described. The presence of collinearity in the regression
models was assessed with the variance inflation factor diagnostic
[19]. When the variance inflation factor was >10, the variables
included in the model were chosen by clinical significance. To
further assess the cost savings related to the intervention, a simple
linear regression analysis was performed to identify the difference
in cost savings between groups with 95% confidence intervals. The
outcome was generated as 14% of the overall cost savings, which
was directly attributable to facility utilization as explained in the
following. Analyses were conducted in Stata version 13.1 (College
Station, TX), and statistical significance was assessed at the 0.05
level.

Results

There was no difference in age, BMI, ASA score, or sex between
patients who underwent TJA before and after the PT staffing change
(Table 1, all P > .500). Patients who underwent TKA were older
(P < .001) with a mean age of 63 years (range, 20-92), whereas
patients who underwent THA had a mean age of 59 years (range,
12-95). The BMI was greater in the TKA patients (P < .001) with a
mean BMI of 32.8 kg/m2 (range,15.4-61.6) compared to a mean BMI
of 30.5 kg/m2 (range, 15.3-59.7).

Early evaluation and mobilization of patients by the PT staff
improved significantly on POD 0 from 64% in the 6 months prior to
85% after the change in PT staffing (Table 2, P < .001). Of those
patients who were unable to ambulate on POD 0 after the change,



Table 2
Factors associated with early ambulation on POD 0.

Early ambulation OR 95% CI P value

Group 3.01 2.10-4.32 <.001
Sex 1.13 0.78-1.64 .511
ASA score 0.70 0.50-0.98 .038
Procedure 0.66 0.45-0.98 .039
Anesthesia 1.04 0.71-1.54 .837

OR, odds ratio.
Group is coded so that 1 represents patients seen after the PT staffing change, sex is
coded so that males ¼ 1, and procedure is coded so that primary total hip arthro-
plasty is 1 and primary total knee arthroplasty is 0. In addition, anesthesia was
coded as 1 for spinal and 0 for general.

Figure 1. This process control chart demonstrates the trend toward decreased LOS
from before and after the PT staffing change.
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the primary reasonwas due to late arrival to the floor (21 of 75, 28%,
Table 3). Interestingly, patients who underwent THA were less
likely to ambulate on POD 0 (P ¼ .025) as were patients with a
higher ASA score (P ¼ .038, Table 2). Notably, regarding the lower
likelihood of THA patients tomobilize on POD 0, 78% (n¼ 63) of the
THA patients received a general anesthesia compared to 45% of TKA
patients (P < .001).

The median LOS before the change was 3.27 days (IQR, 3.11-4.07)
compared to a median 3.23 days (IQR: 2.78-3.38) after the change
(Fig. 1, P ¼ .014). ASA scores were associated with longer lengths of
stay, whereas being male was associated with a decreased LOS
(Table 4). Finally, the procedure (hip or knee replacement) did not
appear to affect the LOS (P¼ .957). Patients who underwent primary
THA had a median LOS of 3.23 days (IQR, 2.53-3.41) compared to
primary TKA with a median 3.25 days (IQR, 3.07-3.41).

Early ambulation was associated with a greater cost savings
(Fig. 2) in all patients, before and after the implementation of the
change (Table 5, P < .001). Patients who ambulated early had a
median cost savings of 28% (IQR, 21%-37%) from the average his-
torical costs compared to a median 22% (IQR,14%-30%) in those that
ambulated later. A higher ASA score was associated with less cost
savings (P < .001), whereas patients that underwent the procedure
with spinal anesthesia had greater cost savings (P ¼ .001, Table 5).

During the entire study period, it is important to note that the
overall direct hospital costs showed amedian cost savings of 21.67%
(IQR, 14.30%-25.97%) from the average historical costs before the
change and a median cost savings of 33.13% (IQR, 23.91%-38.65%)
after the change, demonstrating improved median cost savings of
11.5% in patients who underwent TJA after the PT staffing change
(observed b: 13.31, bootstrap standard error: 1.75, P < .001). The
general trend during the entire study period was for continued cost
savings measures in multiple other domains (pharmacy, imaging,
implant pricing, laboratory, and so forth), despite our time selection
criteria of the 18 months with minimal other changes to the joint
replacement care pathway. After further reviewing the cost savings
that occurred after the change, we evaluated for these potentially
confounding variables. The majority of savings was due to contract
Table 3
The reasons patients were unable to ambulate on POD 0 after the change in PT
staffing.

Reason n (%)

Late arrival from the floor 21 (28)
Unknown (lack of documentation) 16 (21)
Nausea 9 (12)
Fatigue 9 (12)
Residual spinal effect 7 (9)
Pain 6 (8)
Other 4 (5)
Respiratory issues 2 (3)
Cardiac issues 1 (1)
renegotiations on TJA implant pricing which was responsible for
80% of the total cost savings (Fig. 3). Another 6% of the cost savings
were related to adjustments in ancillary services including imaging,
laboratory, and pharmacy. The remaining 14% of the savings were
due to decreased facility utilization, including shorter LOS, during
this time period. In the regression model, we identified an
increased cost savings of 1.9% (95% CI, 1.5%-2.4%, P < .001) in the
postimplementation group that is likely attributable to the PT
staffing change.
Discussion

Given the increasing pressures to deliver higher quality care at
lower costs, hospitals and care providers will be tasked with
looking at their practices for areas of improvements. It is possible
that simple or small changes may make meaningful impacts in the
value equation. The change to physical therapists’work hours in the
hospital setting represents one simple change made at our insti-
tution in hopes of improving quality and decreasing cost. We were
able to improve early PT evaluation and ambulation, allowing for
85% of TJA patients to ambulate on POD 0. Improved rates of early
Table 4
Factors associated with length of stay.

LOS b SE b t P value

Group �0.20 0.08 �2.46 .014
Age 0.006 0.003 1.95 .051
Sex �0.23 0.08 �2.98 .003
BMI �0.004 0.005 �0.66 .511
ASA score 0.40 0.08 5.35 <.001
Procedure �0.005 0.08 �0.05 .957
Anesthesia �0.105 0.08 �1.29 .198

F(6, 688) ¼ 8.25, P < .001, R2 ¼ 0.080.
Group is coded so that 1 represents patients seen after the PT staffing change, sex is
coded so that males ¼ 1, and procedure is coded so that primary total hip arthro-
plasty is 1 and primary total knee arthroplasty is 0. In addition, anesthesia was
coded as 1 for spinal and 0 for general.



Figure 2. A box plot demonstrating cost savings between the early and late ambulators in
all patients. They-axisrepresents thepercentageof cost savings fromthehistorical average.

Figure 3. This combined chart demonstrates the distribution of cost savings (pie chart)
from the difference in cost savings (box plot) before and after implementation of the
swing shifts, where 14% of the 11.5% improvement being related to LOS (facility uti-
lization), resulting in a cost savings of 1.9% attributable to the intervention.
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ambulation were associated with lower LOSs and improved overall
cost savings. Notably, we found that patients with more comor-
bidities (higher ASA scores) failed to demonstrate significant
improvement in the likelihood to ambulate on POD 0 and similarly
were likely to stay longer and have lower cost savings.

In 1998, Munin et al. [3] demonstrated a decreased cost with
early ambulation, defining early ambulation being on POD 3.
Advances in the postoperative pathways for TJA and the demands to
improve the value equation since that time have resulted in much
shorter lengths of stay, with rapid recovery and early ambulation
contributing to the improvements of the value equation by
decreasing overall costs, despite maintaining similar outcomes in
readmission rates and hospital-acquired conditions or patient safety
indicator fallouts [5,14,15]. The change in the hours of PT staffing at
our institution showed a significant improvement in same-day
ambulation for patients undergoing TJA. When accounting for
facility utilization and LOS, a 1.9% cost reduction was attributable to
our intervention. This, while at first glance is seemingly a small
improvement, may represent meaningful overall cumulative savings
when looking at the larger scale of joint replacements collectively at
individual institutions, or an even broader scale.

Interestingly, we found that patients who underwent THA were
less likely to ambulate on POD 0. However, upon further review, we
Table 5
Early ambulation and cost savings.

Cost savings Observed b Bootstrap SE b Z P value

Early ambulation 11.77 2.76 4.26 <.001
Age 0.04 0.07 0.59 .557
Sex �0.62 1.60 �0.39 .699
BMI �0.012 0.13 �0.10 .923
ASA score �5.73 1.54 �3.71 <.001
Procedure �1.25 1.92 �0.65 .515
Anesthesia 5.52 1.60 3.45 .001

Group is coded so that 1 represents patients ambulating on the day of surgery, sex is
coded so that males ¼ 1, and procedure is coded so that primary total hip arthro-
plasty is 1 and primary total knee arthroplasty is 0. In addition, anesthesia was
coded as 1 for spinal and 0 for general.
found that the majority of these patients (78%) had undergone the
procedure with general anesthesia. Gonano et al. [20] report
improved pain management and less use of analgesics in patients
that underwent orthopaedic intervention with spinal anesthesia
compared to general anesthesia. Furthermore, Macfarlane et al.
[21,22] report that regional anesthesia and/or analgesia decreased
pain and minimized opioid-related adverse events in both hip and
knee replacement patients compared to general anesthesia. They
also showed that regional anesthesia facilitated rehabilitation after
primary TKA [21]. Given the significant difference in anesthesia
techniques between the THA and TKA patients, and the adverse
effects associated with general anesthesia, it is likely that this had
an effect on the lower early ambulation rates in the THA patients.
Efforts toward increasing the utilization of regional anesthesia is a
current care pathway initiative at our institution.

We also, perhaps not surprisingly, found that patients with ASA
scores>2were less likely to ambulate on the day of surgery and had
longer LOS and increased costs. This may be due to several potential
causes. First, patients with more significant comorbidities may
simply be less likely to mobilize because of their overall physical
health and medical conditions. Furthermore, there could be an
association between higher medical comorbidities and more
complex surgeries, which, at our institution, are often scheduled
later in the operating day. It stands to reason that, even with a
therapist staying later in the day, patients with a later surgery time
may have less overall recovery time, and, alongwith their comorbid
conditions, may be less likely to mobilize on POD 0.

The improvement in LOS was similarly an interesting finding in
our study. The improvement in LOSwas statistically significant in our
analysis; however, we would argue that an improvement in the
average of 3.27-3.23 days may not represent a clinically significant
improvement. Although we anticipated seeing a reduction in LOS,
we had expected the decrease to be more clinically meaningful.
Other studies have shown that multiple factors may affect LOS,
including patient expectations and care pathways [23-25]. Although
our group took a significant effort intomodifying the simple tomake
changes, such as PT staffing hours, we have lacked needed resources
and institutional support to similarly improve the other components.
During the present study period, LOS was a function of the historical
“standard of care” at our institution. Patients were told they would
be hospitalized for 2-3 days, there was no effort made to discharge
patients earlier, and the patients, as a result, stayed 2-3 days. Criteria
for discharge during the study period included mobility suitable to
meet the needs of home, rehab, or skilled nursing facility
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requirements, pain adequately controlled, and the patient tolerating
eating, drinking, voiding, and having all other medical conditions
stable and suitable for discharge. Current care pathway improve-
ment initiatives include a new preoperative patient education and
expectation setting program, the addition of case managers into the
preoperative clinics to prepare patients for their eventual discharges
earlier in the process, and initiatives toward resetting patient and in-
hospital provider expectations for abbreviated hospital stays.

Limitations of this present study include the secondary analysis
with the use of institutional databases as the data source. First, a
historical LOS likely creates a significant ceiling effect on the primary
outcome of interest, and this may have contributed to the inability to
see greater improvements. Second, our initial cost and quality
metrics were likely influenced by multiple factors, including those
not related just to the change in PT staffing and not demonstrated in
the database. Purchasing contract negotiations and general trends
toward improvement in quality metrics at our institution and
nationally are also likely ongoing simultaneously. We took efforts to
account for these concomitantly occurring factors. Using the VDO
tool, we were able to create a cost savings report demonstrating
reduction in overall costs. At first glance, we found significant
reductions in costs associated with the care of our patients during
the same interval as our PT staffing intervention was implemented.
However, this potentially exciting finding served as a learning point
for our study group and should similarly serve as a point of caution
for other centers using similar institutional costing tools such as our
VDO tool. There may be significant limitations in the ability to
interpret data when using generic costing tools. Without our efforts
to fully account for all potential changes, most notably to implant
pricing contracts around the same time, we initially made the
mistake of generalizing the perceived improvements to our simple
intervention. Although we attempted to control for confounding
factors in our analysis, there still may be other contributing factors
such as complex cases being performed later in the day or other
patient, family, or surgical factors that could influence whether
patients were likely to ambulate on the day of surgery and similarly
affect the other outcomes such as cost and quality metrics.
Conclusions

A relatively simple change to staffing hours, using resources
currently available to us, and little additional financial or institu-
tional investment resulted in a significant improvement in the
number of patients ambulating on POD 0, with a modest reduction
in both LOS and inpatient costs. Patient comorbidities (ASA scores)
are more likely to influence the LOS and decrease any potential cost
savings as opposed to staffing issues.
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